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Here Michael Moore takes his crusade
against corporate America to Wall Street
and delivers a comic and bitter polemic
against capitalism itself. The gist of his
story is familiar - how the pursuit of ever
greater profits by the few damages society
and leaves a trail of ruined lives.  However,

as well as devising a highly accessible way
of telling it, Moore exposes elements which
are not widely known and which may shock
and surprise even a committed anti-
capitalist.

Discussion led by Tony Benn

MICKEY MOUSE 
GOES TO HAITI
National Labor Committee, US 1996 [E] 
DVD, 17 mins
This video documents the harsh conditions 
in which some of the Disney Company's
garments and products are manufactured 
in Haiti, the poorest country in the western
hemisphere.  Workers are intimidated and
will be fired if they try to unionise.  While a

living wage would
only cost the
corporation 58
cents an hour to
pay the contracted
factory workers,
the wage doesn't
even come close
to that. 

TROUBLE THE WATER
Karl Deal and Tia Lessin, US 2008 [15] 
DVD, 90 mins
The day before Hurricane Katrina makes
landfall, twenty four year old aspiring rap
artist Kimberly Rivers Roberts is turning her
new video camera on herself and her 9th
Ward neighbours. With no means to leave 
the city she and her husband Scott tape their
harrowing ordeal. Shortly after the levees fail,
their battery dies.  Seamlessly weaving 15
minutes of this home movie footage with
archival news segments and verite footage
shot over the next two years, the directors tell
a story of remarkable people surviving not
only failed levees, bungling bureaucrats and
armed soldiers, but also their own past.

Discussion led by Jeremy Corbyn MP and Ben
Sprung, Organiser London Region Fire
Brigades Union
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Screenings, on the second Sunday of the month, are at the Renoir Cinema, Brunswick Square, London
WC1. Tube: Russell Square. Overground: King’s Cross, Euston.  Buses: 7, 17, 45, 46, 59, 68, 91, 168, 188.
Booking information: tickets are available from 10.30 am on the day and may not be booked in advance.
Admission £10, concessions £8.  Discount to annual members £4. We regret that card payments cannot 
be accepted. Membership: the London Socialist Film Co-op membership form is on a later page.  
Other enquiries: please phone 020-7278 5764 or see our website: www.socialistfilm.blogspot.com
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THE SPANISH INQUISITION
David O’Shea, Australia 2006 [E] 
DVD, 25 mins
This film looks at allegations that Spanish
police have regularly tortured suspects,
arrested for having connections with the
Basque separatist group ETA, claims treated
seriously in a 2004 report by Theo van Boven,
a Dutch UN human rights specialist.  The
film came out in 2006 when ETA, responsible
for hundreds of deaths over the years, had
announced a permanent cease fire, and
negotiations for a peaceful resolution were in
progress.  Not long afterwards the cease fire
was broken and negotiations called off.  This

disturbing story
remains important in
that it raises serious
questions about the use
of torture by a member
of the EU.

The focus of this festival is on the nature of
Venezuela’s opposition, internal in the main but
also in cahoots with neo-cons in the US
determined not to allow the Bolivarian project
to succeed. Powerful forces at work against the
further expansion of democracy and social
progress are examined in these documentaries
Unless otherwise stated, the films are Venezuelan releases.
They will be screened with English subtitles.

CIA INTERVENTIONISM:
THE SILENT INVASION OF
THE ’60s / Injeren CIA: La
invasion silenciosa, los
años 60
Angel Palacios, Venezuela
2008 [Advised E], DVD, 54
mins

During the 1960s,
Venezuela became a

laboratory for CIA and Pentagon secret
operations.  Freedom fighters confronted the
largest US military mission in the region,
with its deployment of spy satellites, special
forces and methods of torture and
‘disappearance’, in complicity with the
Venezuelan governments of the time.

THE BEEHIVE, THE RULES OF THE GAME HAVE
CHANGED / El enjambre, las reglas han
cambiado 
David Segarra, Venezuela 2008, DVD, 53 mins

The Beehive examines the strategies of civil
disobedience applied by Venezuela's élite
and its US allies in order to destabilise the
Bolívarian government.

NAZARÍN
Luis Buñuel, Mexico 1958 [12] 
DVD, 94 mins
Adapted from Benito Pérez Galdós's novel
and set in Mexico, in the 1900s, Nazarín is a
deeply enigmatic story about a Catholic priest
who tries to take the teachings of Jesus
literally and suffers for it. Seen by some as a
virulent attack on the church, it was taken by
others as an almost saintly work. Buñuel
remarks in his autobiography that it nearly
received the Prix de l'Office Catholique with
three jury members passionately arguing its
case, ‘but, happily, they were in the minority.’

Discussion led by Kiko Morais of the London
Basque Solidarity Campaign, Michael Chanan,
Professor of Film and Video at Roehampton
University, Dan Carrier, Camden New Journal
film critic, and Marlene Sidaway, President,
International Brigade Memorial Trust.

Discussion led by Alvaro Sanchez of the
Venezuelan embassy press office, and Dr
Francisco Dominguez, head of the Centre for
Brazilian and Latin American Studies at
Middlesex University

Five other Festival screenings will be at an
alternative venue. Dates are subject to
confirmation. For details, please see:
www.venezuelasolidarity.org.uk 

TUESDAY 5 APRIL

VICTIMS OF ‘DEMOCRACY’ (Victimas de la
democracia) Stella Jacobs, 2009 [Advised E], 43
mins
Thursday 7 April

SIEGE TO AN EMBASSY Angel Palacios, 2002, 31
mins
and
NEW FACES. THE SAME OBJECTIVE David Segarra,
2007, 24 mins
Monday 11 April

VENEZUELA: REVOLUTION IN PROGRESS Matthew
O’Neill, US 2005, 44 mins
Wednesday 13 April

RADIO BEMBA REBELLION David Segarra, 2007, 25
mins
and
APRIL, COUP FOR BLACK GOLD Venezuelan
Television, 2010, 18 mins
Friday 15 April

CHAVEZ’S GUARDIANS: ANTI-VENEZUELA BLACK
PROPAGANDA Venezuelan Television, Venezuela
2010, 44 mins

Representative Marcy Kaptur:
"The people here really aren't in
charge. Wall Street is in charge."

CAPITALISM: A LOVE STORY
Michael Moore, US 2009 [12], 35mm, 127 or 122 mins
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